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Feminists have been fighting for the women´s right to the city for a 
long period. Their struggle has been regarding their participation in 
public life, protecting space for women and redefining the concept 
of public space. Nevertheless, gender is still a topic in planning and 
urban design that needs special attention from its practitioners. The 
binary conception of the space has brought as a consequence the 
marginalization of women and their segregation to the private sphere 
and consequently women, especially from deprived neighbourhoods 
have been denied from the benefits that cities bring to their inhabitants 
such as exchange, education, transport, well-paid jobs and others. 
However, it is in the public space where the decisions that shape our 
cities are taken. The research works the concept of “everyday life spaces” 
as they are the scenario of lives, work, leisure, consuming, relations 
with others, forging identities, but most importantly, spaces for political 
action and democracy. Due to safety issues and the fact that women 
are given the primarily role of taking care of others according to the 
patriarchal society we live in, women are more restricted spatially than 
men. Therefore, women are experts of everyday life and they are also 
the voice of others like children or the elder. Hence, the unmapped 
daily spaces gain importance as places to acknowledge and make 
visible women´s experiences and needs. This project will propose tools 
and recommendations regarding urban design to include women of 
low income neighbourhoods to appropriate their everyday life public 
spaces. The project suggests gender inclusive design proposals for the 
Seven Sisters market area in London, where a regeneration scheme 
is jeopardizing the work space for many Latin and other minorities 
families, but especially for women who run most of the businesses in 
the indoor market. 

Abstract

1. Introduction
Fig. 01: Key words map
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The gendered experience of everyday public space still remains 
overlooked in theory and in practice (Beebeejaun, 2016), therefore 
this project aims to develop a gender mainstreaming toolkit for 
assessing public space and then provides specific design tools that are 
transferable for improving a working space environment for women. 
  
This research-based project starts with an analytical review of the 
literature regarding women in public space and how their right to 
the city has been often neglected because they have been historically 
segregated into private space due the gender associated roles of care-
givers. Then the consequences of this problem are explored in order to 
visualise what is that cities can provide to their inhabitants that makes 
them prosper. This topic is followed by the importance of everyday 
public space as a political tool and what are its typologies that can be 
identified with the purpose of being analysed after in the proposal 
chapter. In the context of these two main topics, gender mainstreaming 
and public space toolkits used in other circumstances are reviewed to 
extract effective tools to develop a new toolkit capable of illustrating 
and giving value the activities and needs of women.  

One of the key findings of this first part is that all the literature and 
the practical tools are focused in the care-giving dimension of women, 
leaving behind the “productive” side of their lives and how paid work can 
empower them to appropriate their independence and public space at 
the same time. Therefore, both aspects of women´s life are considered 
to develop the gender mainstreaming toolkits for public space. 

Introduction
Gender remains a neglected focus for theory and practice in shaping 
cities (Beebeejaun, 2016). The mainstreaming feminist scholars 
agree that the binary conception of the space has brought as a 
consequence the marginalization of women and their segregation to 
the private sphere and consequently women, especially from deprived 
neighbourhoods have been denied from the benefits that cities bring 
to their inhabitants, like exchange, education, transport and others. 
However, it is in the public space where the decisions that shape our 
cities are taken. Some authors argue that women, blacks, working-class 
people tend to participate less and therefore have less representation 
that white, middle class men (Fenster, 2005).

This dualism has created a figure of power that has positioned men-
work as the significant- productive and better paid work, in detriment 
of female´s primarily work - reproductive, which according to their 
given roles by patriarchal societies, most of the time includes taking 
care of others who are incapable of doing it by their own, like children 
and elder people among other responsibilities. 

Critical problem and justification
The problem that this research aims to examine are the unequal 
relationships given by gender that can generate differentiated 
experiences in cities, where for some the participation becomes difficult 
and limited. It has been argued that cities are in debt with women. 
Society needs not only to improve the current conditions of women in 
the public realm, but also acknowledge, give value and freedom to their 
activities, and empower them to take control and decide what they 
require to satisfy their needs in urban areas. For that reason, women 
participation needs to be encouraged, in order to become aware of 
their contribution and knowledge.

The concern is on how can the built environment …”reflect – and 
respond to – the diversity of human societies, by creating inclusive 
spaces. In their socially ascribed role as primary carers, women become 
expert in maintaining everyday life for themselves, families, and 
communities, and they need cities which are planned to support them 
in that role” (Ortiz Escalante & Gutierrez Valdivia, 2015). Nevertheless, 
the complexity of achieving this goal without falling into stereotypes 
and re-produce the actual differences among women and men is hard 
to tackle, because it could fall into reinforcing feminine space as an 
opposite of masculine space.

Seven Sisters indoor market in northern London is chosen to be 
analysed through the gender lens in its public spaces because it 
meets the requirements of being both a space of living and working 
for women. Consequently, the assessment and the design toolkits are 
applied to improve the area for women giving them the space to do 
their job effectively. Detailed design proposals are shown to illustrate 
how the improved market would look like after the application of the 
project. 

Finally some reflections are made about what is the role of everyday 
life spaces in empowering women to appropriate their cities and what 
is the scope of the urban designer when trying to shape a place.
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Secondary questions
• Explore the needs and activities of low income women in their
everyday life public spaces.

Key objectives
Public space plays a key role in cities, and women need to be more 
involved in shaping these spaces in order to make them more suitable 
for them in terms of safety and other dimensions that policy makers 
and urban designers often evade or forget. Understanding the different 
scales of public spaces and the aspects of social identity that “defines” 
a person will be relevant to ensure the “right to the city” in an urban 
context. It is necessary, especially for practitioners and governments 
to peruse the equity in space, and how to promote it by principles of 
Urban Design. There is a general awareness of the need to control 
the safety dimension in the built environment in order to integrate 
women, but this research considers that there may be others factors 
that can affect women´s participation that have not been incorporated 
in policies and design schemes. This project would clarify in to some 
extent this important elements, while revealing the role of low income 
women in their space.  

Planners and urban designers as public servants should press for 
create places that suits the needs of groups that have historically 
less to say (Fainstein & Servon, 2005). The benefits of this research 
are varied, in a broader scale it should be an approximation on the 
theoretical differences that women and men have when interacting in 
everyday life public spaces, especially low income women and how this 
inequality of power have let them out of the benefits that cities are 
supposed to provide their inhabitants. In addition, an intervention for 
the study area will be proposed, as well as a design toolkit to apply in 
other cities to design more inclusive public spaces in general but more 
specifically to women.

Contribution to practice

• How can the built environment be designed to recognize the
needs of low income women that have been historically forgotten?

• How can the configuration of public spaces determine its
equitable use through a gender perspective in low income
communities?

• What does spatial inclusion mean from a gender perspective?

• Should women adjust their behaviour to fit a men's world, or
should they try to introduce their female conducts into the public
spheres?

• Develop an awareness of the everyday life spaces as a value for
the role they have in empowering low income women to shape
their cities.

• Explore participatory gender mainstreaming toolkits and case
studies in order to incorporate the gender lens into urban design
and planning.

• Suggest new meaningful tools that are site specific in order to
provide the authorities with guidance on how to develop and
adjust certain spaces in order to promote low income women to
appropriate their cities.

Proposed research methodology

Fig. 04: Research methodology

Brief physical analysis of the study area 

Brief analysis of schemes being proposed to the 
study area

Behavioural analysis on how women use (or not) 
everyday public space in the study area. This will 
be conducted by undertaking semi-structured 
interviews to the women involved in the project. 

Defining key objectives-literature review to 
determine terminology

1

Creating a theoretical framework for low income 
women in their everyday life experienced space.

2

Reviewing gender focused interventions 
and gender mainstreaming toolkits and 
acknowledging the lessons learnt on each 
project.

3

Developing a conceptual and a practical urban 
design toolkit for inclusion of women in public 
space in the study area

4

Testing the toolkit5

Gender inclusive proposals for the study area6

Concluding about the tools and intervention in 
the study area

7

5.2

5.1

5.3

Fig. 02: Research questions

Fig. 03: Key objectives of the research

Research question

How can everyday life spaces in low income neighbourhoods 
encourage and empower women to appropriate their city?
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Social identity in the city

2. Literature review
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Fig. 05: literature review main topics Fig. 06: The male-female dualism

The literature review is divided in three main sections. First, it aims to 
clarify what the feminist scholars have argued regarding the meaning 
of the gendered experience in the city. Secondly, it explains the concept 
of “the right to the city” through the gender lens, and finally it explores 
different typologies of public space to lead the project. In a latter 
chapter, gender mainstreaming and public space toolkits are analysed 
to extract useful technics to apply to the project. 

A person´s social identity is defined by different groups that he or she 
can feel sense of belonging to. This accumulation of definitions is what 
outlines a person´s personal identity. 

Gender

Gender is commonly referred to as a synonym of women as the sex one 
person is identified with at birth. This is a common mistake because 
biologically, people can be born either female or male (dual notion), 
but gender is much more complex. Gender is a social construction, it 
is usually associated with stereotypes and cultural traditions related 
with the biological differences among men and women. “Differences 
between women and men that stem from sex do not change much, 
whereas gender roles are constantly in flux. Gender is about roles and 
relationships, about differentials in power and access to resources” 
(Fainstein & Servon, 2005).

The patriarchal structures after the industrial revolution divided 
power, work, responsibilities and social functions according to the 
sex of people. This binary conception had its implications in the cities, 
segregating women from the public spheres. 

In the urban context, the feminist scholars have been campaigning 
for the boost of women in to the public spheres. Their struggle have 
explored three different streams, the first one is linked to position 
women in the public domain in order for them to fully achieve work 
and participate in cities. The second is related to shape and protect 
public space for women in terms of safety, and the last one is the idea 
of “redefining the nature and extent of the public domain”. (Forsyth & 
Sandercock, 1992). Research has shown that a major restructuration of 
cities must be implemented to improve the opportunities of women, 
who besides working in paid-works, they are the primary care-givers. 
Such struggles have been necessary because rights are not experienced 
in the abstract but have a spatial and material dimension (Beebeejaun, 
2016).

Recent authors have agreed on the definition of “the caring city” as 
a way to incorporate women to public spaces. In terms of planning, 
several measures can be taken to create this type of city, for example:

- Reducing the travel distances by reintegrating home and work

- Design multi-nuclear cities in order to distribute the different 
facilities in a way that is more local, friendlier and safer. 

- Improve the public transport network, similarly for the people 
living in the countryside. 

- Traditional land use planning must be avoided because it tends 
to segregate the different uses.

In brief, they all talk about how the “compact city” can satisfy more 
efficiently women´s everyday needs because it can respond better to 
social heterogeneity. “A return to a traditional hierarchy of centre and 
shopping provision would be welcomed, as most women are not anti-
urban and want to retain the cultural benefits of central areas as well 
as having the convenience of local centre” (Greed, 1994).

Women Men

Private Public

Reproduction Production

Binary conception of people 

Not paid work Paid work

=

=

=

=
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The right to the city and Urban Prosperity

Fig. 09: Defining a prosperous city
Source: UN Habitat, 2013

The consequences of neglecting public space for women

Women´s experience in public spaces is usually more restricted than 
men´s, one the one hand due to the mentioned association of women 
and their reproductive activities with home (private) and in the other 
hand because of “because of strong symbolic dimensions surrounding 
the “forbidden” and “permitted” use of spaces governed by patriarchal 
power relations and norms of female propriety” (Chant, 2013).

In addition, the lack of safety in urban contexts can affect women in 
several aspects like the full participation in political and community life, 
pursue economic and labour opportunities, educational attainment, 
time and space in which to enjoy art, culture and leisure, among 
others. This limited mobility of women can put at risk the possibility of 
benefiting from the “urban prosperity” (Chant, 2013). In other words, 
women´s right to the city is in danger when they are not able to enjoy 
freely of those spaces, and as a consequence it can deepen their urban 
poverty and jeopardise the achievement of gender equality (Action Aid, 
n.d.). 

Intersectionality 

The complexity about looking through the lens of gender into public 
space, is that the equality of men and women is also underpinned by 
other factors. This phenomenon is called “intersectionality” (Huning, 
2011). Identities are not only related to gender, but also to other sorts of 
inequalities, such as race, class, age and others. It becomes necessary to 
understand all these characteristics in their particular context because 
they structure the space and place experience (Massey, 1994).

Experts in urban sociology have stated that the appropriation of space 
comes as a result of the complex and ever changing relations between 
spaces and individual interpretations (Huning, 2011). Therefore, places 
are not only physical territories but social processes. In this perspective, 
one place can offer different experiences to a range of social groups. 
It reflects power and social relations. This is why gender, among the 
other aspects of a person’s life, is so relevant when determining how 
public spaces are appropriated. 

Class

Other conditions like class also determine women´s “urban prosperity”. 
Inequality has become a major emerging urban issue, as the gap 
between the rich and the poor in most countries is at its highest levels 
since 30 years (UN Habitat, 2016). The urban poor, for example need to 
spend more money, proportionally, in accommodation and transport 
and are more affected by the changes in food prices (UN Habitat, 2013). 
These events can affect especially women, who usually undertake the 
unpaid caring responsibilities and need these services, exacerbating 
their unequal access to benefits. Sylvia Chant has defined this situation 
as the “feminisation of poverty”, meaning that women normally have 
to undertake a double burden of labours, the paid and unpaid work. 

Age

In most countries, but more likely in the developing world, urban 
sex ratios are most pronounced in ‘older’ cohorts (>60 years) and 
dramatically so among the ‘older old’ (>80 years) (UN Habitat, 2013). 
Since people are living longer than in the past decades, especially 
women, the association between advanced age and poverty becomes 
latent. Age, thus, is another factor that undermines “urban prosperity”. 

Gender, age and level of income are some dimensions of inequality 
that are necessary to be analysed to inform programmes and policies 
in order to reflect low income women´s everyday life and their “right 
to the city”. The concept was first coined by Henry Lefebvre in 1968 
and according to Purcell (cited in Fenster, 2005) the right to the city 
evolves within two key rights that are the right to appropriate urban 
space in the sense of “full and complete use”, which means the right to 
play, work, represent, characterise and occupy urban space. The other 
component of the right refers to participation and the right of the all 
communities to have a role in the decision-making process of public 
space.

Every person should have the same “right to the city” because cities 
are the home of prosperity. This is where the essential public goods 
are all gathered and basic needs can be more easily satisfied. Even 
the intangible desires are more likely to be accomplished in cities, like 
higher ambitions or aspirations providing contentment and happiness 
and increasing the prospects of individual and collective well-being (UN 
Habitat, 2013).

Throughout history, cities have shown to be places of innovation. They 
are the physical space where groups of people of different backgrounds 
are established in the same place to live as neighbours, where new 
business ideas come alive and where democracy takes place. People 
who were historically socially excluded can be part of the decision 
making processes in this setting. Cities have the potential of being all 
the mentioned above, but they can also turn in to a place of deprivation 
and exclusion to their inhabitants if opportunities to thrive are not 
equally shared. Nevertheless, the holistic concept of the “right to the city” tends to 

generalise people´s experience in cities, and by doing so, avoids 
exploring the authentic experience of each person. This theory is not 
developed through a gendered understanding of space because it takes 
“human life as complex whole and avoid reducing our understanding 
of experience to small fractions of life, such as class status, gender, 
race, income, consumer habits, marital status, and so on” (Purcell, 
2014 cited in Beebeejaun, 2016). This is one of the reasons why many 
scholars tend to subsume gender within the urban citizenry rather 
than theorizing gender as a structuring dimension of peoples’ identities 
(Beebeejaun, 2016).

Urban 
Prosperity

Contributes to economic growth and development, 
generates income, provides decent jobs and equal 

opportunities for all through effective economic policies 
and reforms.

Provides adequate infrastructure - water, sanitation, 
roads, information and communication technology 
- in order to improve living standards and enhance 

productivity, mobility and connectivity.

Equity 
and social 
inclusion

Environmental 
sustainability

Productivity

Ensures equitable (re)distribution of the benefits of 
prosperity, reduces poverty and the incidence of slums, 
protects the rights of minority and vulnerable groups, 

enhances gender equality, and ensures civic participation 
in the social, political and cultural spheres.

Quality of life

Enhances the use of public spaces for the sake of 
community cohesion and civic identity, and guarantees 

individual and material safety and security.

Infrastructure 
development

Values the protection of the 
urban environment and natural 
assets while ensuring growth, 

pursues energy efficiency, reduces 
pressure on surrounding land 

and natural resources, reduces 
environmental losses through 

creative, environment-enhancing 
solutions.

Women

Private spheres

Affects

Others...LeisureEducationParticipation

Economic 
opportunities

Fig. 07: The consequences of segregating women in to private space

Place interpretation

Fig. 08: Place interpretation and appropriation depends on personal experiences
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Public Spaces
Public spaces are a key ingredient for a successful city.  They help 
expressing a group of people´s identity and culture, both individually 
and collectively. Public spaces facilitate social capital, economic 
development and community revitalisation (UN Habitat, 2016). 

Having access to public spaces is widely considered to be a generator 
of quality of life in urban contexts. In addition, they are also considered 
the first stage toward civic empowerment and they have historically 
been a political place. 

Everyday life spaces

In the context of gendered spaces in the city, the feminist experts in the 
built environment have coined the concept of “everyday life spaces”. 
These places are related to the activities that people do on a daily 
basis like working, consuming, relating with others, forging identities, 
habiting and establishing codes of conduct (Vaiou & Lykogianni, 2006). 

Considering that women are more restricted to accessing public space 
for the reasons mentioned in previous sections, is that improvements 
to the everyday network and infrastructure is required to lighten their 
burden beyond access to safe public transport. When people think 
of public space they often think of public squares, the agora or other 
civic locations usually associated with the right to the city (Beebeejaun, 
2016), but in the everyday life spaces the unmapped places and 
routes become relevant. Normally in planning and urban design these 
routinely spaces are overlooked but are highly important to unfold 
women´s activities.

Many authors defend that a way of incorporating women to the public 
realm is by claiming the physical everyday public space as a way to 
visualise women´s roles and thus transforming the places in order to 
share the reproductive and productive burdens, as well as providing 
leisure activities. “Everyday lived spaces are neglected as political sites, 
but a closer examination reveals their importance to building belonging 
and rights. In these often overlooked spaces we can recognize processes 
of negotiation, challenge, or appropriation that mediate everyday 
spatial practices and where gender relations are discursively created”. 
(Beebeejaun, 2016)

Everyday life spaces are important to build sense of belonging, and 
this means the right of being involved in shaping the habitat according 
to the personal needs of people. The right to use the city and the 
right to belong are mixed up. In fact, the possibilities of daily use of 
urban spaces are what create a sense of belonging to the city (Fenster, 
2005). Thus, there is a gendered aspect to the construction of sense of 
belonging that is based in the quotidian use of space. 

Neighbourhood

Everyday life spaces are usually framed in the neighbourhood scale, 
and working within this scale is essential when trying to incorporate 
women into the public realm. Neighbourhood is a place of social 
interaction and development of strong or weak local ties… (Vaiou & 
Lykogianni, 2006). 

Historically, the concept of neighbourhood has been associated with the 
idea of community, social networks, face to face contact and a sense of 
a common identity or even a common past. Nowadays these definition 
has changed for various reasons, being the advances of technology one 
of them, but in spite of this evolution the neighbourhood scale still has 
a relevance when framing the everyday life. The neighbourhood space 
can accommodate different lifestyles, casual interactions and develop 
ties and these links are important among neighbours whose social 
networks may be supralocal, even global (Vaiou & Lykogianni, 2006).

Furthermore, neighbourhood is where homes are located and they are 
an important resource for women from the perspective that associates 
the reproductive activities with privacy, but also because usually their 
informal economic activities are based at home. 

Typology of spaces

There is a wide variety of classification of public spaces, but to the 
purposes of this project a study from the UN in 2016 is going to be 
considered. There are mainly two categories: physical and non-
physical, at the same time these are subdivided. This is not the only 
way of categorising public space as the definition can change through 
time and it depends on the geographical context. 

Physical public spaces

Normally these spaces are associated with “green spaces” but recently 
the definition has been widened to incorporate other civic spaces. 

Streets as public space

These are public spaces by excellence, because they are commonly 
publicly owned and maintained, accessible to everyone freely at any 
hour of the day, and they are in fact the most used of all public spaces. 
They can be streets, avenues, squares, plazas, sidewalks, galleries, 
bicycle lanes, etc. (UN Habitat, 2016). In terms of function they are 
the most versatile of all as they can support different activities like 
performances, events, political rallies, etc. Besides, they host one of 
the most important urban function: mobility. 

“Streets as public space” are inserted in a context and therefore they are 
in constant relation with the ground floor activities that are happening 
in the plinths of the buildings they are in front of. In consequence, the 
quality of the ground floor façades pedestrians “pass close by at eye 
level is particularly important to enhance environmental sustainability, 
enrich the quality of life and promote equity and social inclusion” 
(Karssenberg, et al., 2016). 

This category has been explored for years by the most well-known 
scholars, for example Jane Jacobs referred to one of these spaces as 
the “sidewalk ballet”. She noticed that sidewalks had various functions 
besides mobility of the pedestrians, they work as a space for contact 
and socialisation, a “web of public respect and trust” (Jacobs, 1961) and 
a as a way of keeping spaces safe with the eyes on the street. 

Physical Non-physical

Typology of spaces

Fig. 12: Typology of spaces

Fig. 11: Different scales in which the everyday life can take place Fig. 10: Two very different scales in public spaces: the most important civic space in Mexico 
City (The Zócalo) versus a street market in Barcelona

Fig. 14: Streets as public space: Restaurants’ tables in the street in Trastevere, Rome
Source: www.civitavecchia.portmobility.it

Fig. 13: Streets as public space: Gay parade in the streets of London 2017
Source: www.gaybars.eu/uk

Fig. 16: Streets as public space: “Sidewalk ballet” in Greenwich village, New York
Source: http://www.alamy.com

Fig. 15: Streets as public space: Pedestrianized street “La Rambla” in Barcelona, Spain
Source: www.barcelona-home.com
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Architecture Geography

Planning
Sociology

URBAN DESIGN

Gender Space+
1. Urbanism through feminist perspective has not been explored 
spatially enough 

2. Gender sensitive urban planning is a quite a recent field of study 
and it has been studied by other disciplines but not as deeply by Urban 
Design 

3. It is focused in the reproductive role of women and therefore in 
the neighbourhood scale, which is an important social and spatial scale 
at which urban life takes place, but it is not a bounded space; it is rather 
one among many urban spatialities (Vaiou & Lykogianni, 2006).

4. The politic role of everyday life spaces is not researched enough
 
5. Everyday life spaces are considered relevant spaces only in 
recent feminist literature

6. Most literature is from the developed world

7. Gender urban design and planning in most literature aim 
recognize and make visible women´s experiences, and activities, 
needs, and responsibilities associated with domestic and care work 
(Ortiz Escalante & Gutierrez Valdivia, 2015).

8. The challenge for public space is not just about well-designed 
space, but mostly about programming and activating space 
(Karssenberg, et al., 2016).

Literature review findings
Public open spaces

This category encompasses public open spaces as most people think 
of public spaces: parks, gardens, playgrounds, beaches, riverbanks, 
etc. (UN Habitat, 2016). Normally these spaces are available during day 
time and sometimes at night. The importance of these spaces have 
long been recognised as part of any successful city and have gained 
more value nowadays that many public spaces have been privatised.
 

Public Urban facilities

The third physical category refers to public facilities that need high-
maintenance and are publicly owned, they can be used without any 
charge like public libraries, municipal markets, community centres, 
sports facilities, etc. In London, markets have great importance, 
because they offer street vitality and provide the possibility to conduct 
a business (Karssenberg, et al., 2016). Most of the time they are the 
heart of towns and they are a great experience for local people and 
tourists.  

Non-physical public spaces

The space of the public

These spaces refer to the public sector realm as a representation of all 
citizens who delegate in authorities the trust to manage the common 
goods. It is understood as democracy itself (UN Habitat, 2016).

The city itself

This non-physical space is understood as the holistic concept of the city 
as a public good (UN Habitat, 2016). It is related with the “right to the 
city” where the city is a place of expression and democracy shared by 
all citizens. 

Cyber space

If physical public spaces are thought to be places of interaction, 
nowadays cyberspace can also provide that network. 

Fig. 17: Public open spaces: Pools in the riverbank in Copenhagen, Denmark  
Source: www.denmark.dk

Fig. 18: Public open spaces: Regents Park, London
Source: http://www.coolplaces.co.uk/

Fig. 19: Public urban facilities: Spitalfields Market, London
Source: www.pocketlondon.info

Fig. 20: Public urban facilities: British library, London
Source: http://www.dailymail.co.uk

Fig. 21: Gender sensitive urban planning and the different disciplines 

Fig. 22: Successful Form+Function: Superkilen square by BIG Architects, Copenhagen, Denmark
Source: www.big.dk

FORM FUNCTION
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3. Gender mainstreaming and 
public spaces toolkits review 

Gender mainstreaming toolkits

Gender mainstreaming in Urban Planning and Urban Development, Vienna

Table 01: Gender mainstreaming in Urban Planning and Urban Development, Vienna
Source: City of Vienna, 2013

All the toolkits reviewed have a participatory dimension because participation is a tool for empowerment. Incorporating people in to the process of 
designing and/or assessing the built environment is when they “identify and articulate their interests, negotiate change with others, and transform 
urban organisational life and their role within it” (Beall 1996, cited by Ortiz Escalante & Gutierrez Valdivia, 2015)

1) Project description: 
Gender mainstreaming in 
public square design: Public 
squares are important places of 
communication and meeting-
points in the city. In the context of 
the competition for the redesign 
of Christian-Broda-Platz in the 
6th municipal district – a gender 
mainstreaming pilot project of 
Municipal Department 19 (MA 19) 
– Architecture and Urban Design 
–, a checklist for preliminary 
assessment was developed.

2) Stakeholders involved: 
architects competition 

3) Tools or indicators:
Preliminary assessment of competition entries, shown 
for Christian-Broda-Platz Criterion:
- Attention paid to direct walking routes on/across 
square 
- Easy and unproblematic accessibility for users 
with reduced mobility 
- Consideration of different activity interests and 
design of suitable zones 
 • For young people 
 • For children and persons accompanying them 
 • For senior citizens 
- Communication-fostering arrangement of seats 
and benches 
- Square can be used by several groups; cannot be 
monopolised by one single group 
- Play equipment (play on the go) 
- Barrier-free toilets and drinking fountain(s) 
- Transparent visualisation of square functions with 
target groups in one utilisation concept 
- Even, dazzle-free illumination along main walking 
routes 
- Clear-cut design of main walking routes; 
consideration of key visual axes 
- Avoidance of potentially anxiety-inducing spaces 

4) Participation tactic: competition 

5) Lessons learnt:
- Graphics are important
- Establish a clear and objective 
criterion on what to evaluate in a 
competition

6) Case study or example of implementation:

Source: City of Vienna, 2013
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Frauen Werk Stadt, Vienna

Table 02: Frauen Werk Stadt, Vienna
Source: City of Vienna, 2013

Table 03: Spaces for everyday life: Urban Quality Audit with Gender Perspective.
Source: Col•lectiu Punt 6, 2014

1) Project description: 
Frauen-Werk-Stadt I in the 
21st municipal district was the 
first model project in this field 
implemented in Vienna (1993-
1997). The key objective lay 
in supporting women in their 
caregiving tasks, housework and 
family chores. Good-neighbourly 
contacts were to be stimulated, 
and the housing environment was 
to be made attractive and safe. 
The follow-up project Frauen-
Werk-Stadt II in the 10th municipal 
district places a clear focus on 
assisted and community-oriented 
housing for elderly persons. This 
project was completed in 2004. 
Even though this is a housing 
project, it develops the concept 
of Playgrounds for children and 
young people as part of housing 
projects.

3) Tools or indicators:
- Facilitating housework and family tasks 
- Promoting good-neighbourly contacts. E.g. there were 
maps inside the complex and common bulletin showing 
important news and relevant events for the neighbours. 
- Creating a housing environment where residents can 
move safely even at night 
- Providing the widest possible range of different flat 
layouts and buildings to promote diversity
- Economical and flexible flat layouts offering options for 
women with lower incomes 
- Attractive range of private and semi-public open spaces
- Good range of social infrastructure facilities
- Promoting the work of women planners and architects

6) Case study or example of implementation:

Source: Prepared by the author, 2017.

2) Stakeholders involved: 
Women planners and architects, 
local administration and future 
residents 

4) Participation tactic: competition 

5) Lessons learnt: 
One of the key objectives of the model project was to 
stimulate the public interest in and visibility of women 
architects and planners. After preliminary talks about the 
model project "Frauen-Werk-Stadt" women experts are 
regularly invited to take part in competitions. 

Spaces for everyday life: Urban Quality Audit with Gender Perspective.

1) Project description: 
It is the development of a toolkit for 
urban assessment that tests the 
transversal application of gender 
perspective in urbanism, both 
in space and in management. It 
analyses integrally social, physical 
and functional aspects of an 
environment. In this Audit, spaces 
for caring activities are prioritized 
that are in the space-temporary 
proximity of the dwellings. They 
work at three scales or types of 
spaces: neighbourhood, district 
and beyond neighbourhood. 
- neighbourhood or 
everyday network (5 min. walking)
- district or relation space 
(10 min. walking) and 
- Beyond neighbourhood 
or everyday equipment (20 min. 
walking). 
The idea is to identify the thread 
of action needed through 
it weaknesses in each scale 
according each to the urban 
quality evaluated. 

3) Tools or indicators:
Three consecutive phases: 
- Participatory urban diagnose
- Urban space evaluation
Spatial analysis of urban qualities in the three urban scales (indicators systems 1-5 valuation): 
Proximity (location and accessibility), Diversity (social, physical and functional), Autonomy 
(Safety and accessibility), Vitality (simultaneous and continuous presence of people and 
activities), Representativity (recognition and visibility) 
- Urban management evaluation
Analysis of the transversality of gender in administration

6) Case study or example of implementation:
Participatory mapping the unmapped, Caraza, Buenos Aires, 2012.

2) Stakeholders involved:
Auditors (Interdisciplinary 
urban professionals), local 
administration and neighbours 
(especially women).

4) Participation tactic: 
• Recognition walks: take pictures, map and analyse the daily activities, relation 
spaces, equipment, commerce, transport, etc.
• Participatory observations: mapping and taking notes on how and where people 
(differentiated by sex, age, origin, etc.) use or not, space. Take pictures of the observed 
situations. 
• Interviews: spontaneous and structured. Topics: (1) about personal experience, 
how/where is her daily life developed, spaces in the neighbourhood she uses, and the 
value of them. (2) Aspects of the neighbourhood she knows of: mobility, safety perception, 
satisfaction of needs, etc. 

5) Lessons learnt: 
- Technical knowledge of gender sensitive urbanism theory is needed to apply the indicators. 
A glossary is needed in order to understand the framework in which the space is assessed. 
- Qualitative data techniques are needed to analyze better the environment. Direct 
observation of one space in different time of the days, different days a week and interviews 
are helpful to understand the dynamics.  
- It is important to relate physical and social dimensions in order to incorporate the gender 
perspective into space that propose a holistic and diverse vision of the society.

Source: Col•lectiu Punt 6, 2014

Self activity
Caring activity
Shopping
Home
Routes connecting the above
Paid work

Gender mainstreaming toolkitsGender mainstreaming toolkits
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Public space toolkits

Table 04: Tactical Urbanism Guide
Source: The Street Plans Collaborative, 2016

Table 05: Global Public Space Toolkit
Source: UN Habitat, 2016

Tactical Urbanism Guide

1) Project description: 
Using flexible and short-term 
projects in public space (presenting 
examples of applications for 
pedestrian crossings, bikeways, 
intersections, and other public 
spaces, like parks, plazas, and 
alleys) to advance long-term goals 
related to street safety, public 
space, and more. Also known as 
DIY Urbanism, Planning-by-doing, 
urban acupuncture, or Urban 
Prototyping.
Tactical Urbanism refers to a city, 
organizational, and/or citizen-
led approach to neighborhood 
building using short-term, low-
cost, and scalable interventions to 
catalyse long-term change.

3) Tools or indicators:
- Collaboration
- have a clear communication plan stating what needs/challenges the project aims to 
address, how long a project will be in place, how the project will be evaluated and to what 
degree it can be adjusted (or removed) in response to community feedback. 
- According to the objectives of the projects, they can have different lengths in time: 
demonstration projects (1 week-1 month), Pilot projects (1 month-1 year) or Interim projects 
(1 year-5 years).
- Provide detailed information about design considerations for crosswalks and crossings, 
sidewalks, etc.
- They provide examples of materials for barrier elements, landscaping elements, surface 
treatments, signs, street furniture and programming (social activation of the space through: 
exercise, games, art, music, etc.)
- Funding: provide and promote different ways of funding.

6) Case study or example of implementation:
Artist Charles Bergen used Ennis-Flint’s TrafficPatterns® 
Preformed Thermoplastic to create artistic crosswalk designs as 
part of the Washington, DC Chinatown Barnes Dance Public Art 
Project (ennisflintamericas.com).

Source: The Street Plans Collaborative, 2016

2) Stakeholders involved: 
Community and/ or political 
support.

4) Participation tactic:
- engage stakeholders as early as possible — from the community groups involved as 
stewardship partners to the crews installing new materials in the street.
- A fun and festive atmosphere can attract a broad audience, expanding the circle of 
participants and allowing project leaders to reach people who may not be engaged in the 
typical planning process (i.e. those who may not be able to attend a public meeting in a 
community center on a weekday night!). Depending on the project time interval and goals, 
interactive activities to gather public input can be an important element of any event or 
activation.

5) Lessons learnt: 
- Look to what others are doing.
- Learning by testing and then evaluating.
- Short term or pop up interventions are important because it allowed the community to 
imagine how a dead place could become a public space. 

Global Public Space Toolkit 

1) Project description: 
The toolkit firstly suggests a series 
of general policies, set goals, 
measuring quality of public space, 
securing political commitment, 
legal definition and protection 
of public space, Anchoring 
Public Space in National Urban 
Policies and Seeking Synergies 
Within Government, Street-led 
Approach to City-wide Slum 
Upgrading, Planning Public 
Space as a System, Using Public 
Space to Lead Development 
Strategies, Participation as if it 
were a Public Space − Openness, 
Access, Sharing, Leveraging Public 
Space as Resource Multiplier. And 
some context-specific Policies 
suggestions.
Later on, it focuses on the creation, 
the design, the management and 
the enjoyment of public space.

3) Tools or indicators:
Definition of 5 principles:
- General principles: Inclusivity, clear and transparent participatory process in the 
creation and management of public space and each space is unique
- The creation of public space: It is vital to regard urban public spaces as a continuous, 
articulated and integrated system, to be developed from the scale of neighbourhoods 
relationships to vast environmental spaces (unitary view from local governments) 
- The design of public space: interdisciplinary, creative, original and participatory 
approaches are encouraged; design for diversity, accessibility for new spaces and 
adaptation of existing ones to fulfil this goal, taking into account alternative and creative 
practices based on new techniques of communication and urban usage.
- The management of public space: is a prevalent responsibility of local authorities with 
the active collaboration of citizens, civil society and the private sector. The participation 
of citizens is of crucial importance for the maintenance and management of public 
spaces, particularly in situations of poverty and limited public resources. Partnership 
arrangements between citizens, local governments and private concerns are of relevant 
importance; it is important to adopt policies that encourage the permanence of artisans 
and neighbourhood shops, which contribute to the quality of life, to the animation and 
vivacity of daily-use public spaces. 
- Enjoyment of public space: democratic processes, dialogue and regard for diversity; the 
enjoyment of public space involves rights and duties; civil, respectful and responsible 
use (e.g. the yellow and red card in Bogotá to show approval or disapproval on citizens 
behaviour in urban life) 

6) Case study or example of implementation:

Community members participate in the renovation of Lotus
Garden, Mumbai, India @ UN-Habitat

Source: UN Habitat, 2016

2) Stakeholders involved: various 

5) Lessons learnt: 
- New technologies can be introduced to enhance public space
- The upgrading of unused public sites is a great opportunity for enhancing the supply 
and quality of urban public space
- Another strong claim of this toolkit is that policies, strategies and plans are only as good 
as the concepts and principles they stand on (a detailed definition of all the concepts 
used in the toolkit is given)

4) Participation tactic: 
different tactics 

Public space toolkits
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Toolkits and case studies´ findings
1. Most of the toolkits are too policy based and do not have a 
practical perspective for the interventions. As an example, many of 
them do not have graphics that show the tools or guides. 

2. Not only women benefit from gender inclusive places.

3. New technologies can be introduced to enhance public space 

4. The upgrading of unused public sites is a great opportunity for 
enhancing the supply and quality of urban public space 

5. The creation, improvement and management of public spaces 
can provide an opportunity for new job creation and private investment
 
6. Short term or pop up interventions are important because it 
allowed the community to imagine how a dead place could become a 
public space. 

7. Technical knowledge of gender sensitive urbanism theory is 
needed to assess the environment. A glossary is needed in order to 
understand the framework in which the space is assessed.

8. The toolkits are too focused on the family and caring chores, 
leaving behind the “productive” aspect of women´s lives.

9. Most of them are focused either in housing or in the large city 
scale.

10. The process of shaping a place is as important if not more, as 
the result

11. Physical design is not enough when revitalising public space, 
the changes need to come along with a social process that triggers 
appropriation of the place. 

The gap
In the attempt of looking in to gender mainstreaming toolkits for 

everyday public spaces, it was acknowledge that most of them 
target only one of the topics, only one explored them both (Spaces 

for everyday life: Urban Quality Audit with Gender Perspective), 
therefore there is a gap unexplored when combining them. 

Gender 
mainstreaming 

toolkits

Public 
space 

toolkits

?

Fig. 24: The gap between the toolkits reviewed

Fig. 25: The scale usually tackled by gender mainstreaming and public space toolkits

Toolkits summary and scale analysis
Public Space and Gender 
mainstreaming toolkits

Housing Everyday life spaces CityScale

All the evaluated toolkits have a participatory 
element, being participation the starting point for 

selecting the case studies and toolkits. 

Frauen Werk Stadt, Vienna. 
Facilitating housework and family tasks.

Participation tactic: competition
Stakeholders involved: women planners and architects

Tactical Urbanism Guide 
Implementing flexible and short-term projects in public space through collaboration. Participation tactic: A fun and festive 

atmosphere can attract a broad audience. According to the objectives of the projects, they can have different lengths in time.

Gender mainstreaming in Urban Planning and Urban 
Development, Vienna.

Public squares are important places of communication and 
meeting-points in the city.

A checklist for preliminary assessment was developed.
Participation tactic: competition

Scale

Spaces for everyday life: Urban Quality Audit with Gender Perspective. Barcelona, Spain and Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Spaces for caring activities are prioritized that are in the space-temporary proximity of the dwellings.

Lessons learnt: - Technical knowledge of gender sensitive urbanism theory is needed to apply the indicators. A glossary is needed in order to understand the framework in which the space is assessed. The 
technical person who evaluates the environment needs to have a special sensitivity to comprehend better and avoid simplifying some aspects.

Global Public Space Toolkit, UN
The toolkit firstly suggests a series of general policies and 

some context-specific Policies suggestions.
Lessons learnt: 

New technologies can be introduced to enhance public space.
The creation, improvement and management of public 

spaces can provide an opportunity for new job creation and 
private investment.

The role of the street as democratic public space per 
excellence.
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PROJECT
The project should aim to fill in the gap that the existing 
toolkits leave opening another focus in the everyday life 

of women, which is the “productivity” dimension. With no 
intention of putting a double burden on their shoulders, 
it is acknowledged that paid job can provide women with 

independence and self-esteem. 

Fig. 23: Toolkits summary and scale analysis
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4. Project

Introduction
This project will be based in the belief that “the only remedy for this 
situation is to develop a new paradigm of the home, the neighbourhood, 
and the city; to begin to describe the physical, social, and economic 
design of a human settlement that would support, rather than restrict, 
the activities of employed women and their families” (Hayden, 1980). 
Accordingly the site of the project will be a place that combines both 
spheres of women´s life.

At first, the project was to be undertaken remotely in Peñalolén, 
Santiago de Chile. Peñalolén is a borough located at the foot of the 
Andes Mountains that received a strong rural immigration in the 60’s 
and now has a relevant amount of households headed by women 
comparatively. 

After evaluating other gender mainstreaming toolkits it was concluded 
that having a gender sensitive knowledge on site is required both for 
the assessment and the primary data collection, and therefore the site 
had to be changed.  The project had to be applied in an area of London 
where similar familiar structures and culture were in place. I started 
looking into the Latin-American communities in London, the one in 
Elephant and Castle and the one in Seven Sisters tube station. 

The latter was chosen because it has similar social structures to what 
happens in Chile, ways of socialisation and collaboration that are alike 
and there is a solid sense of community. 

Site selection 

Fig. 26: Peñalolén (Santiago, Chile) in the potential study area
Source: www.google.co.uk/maps
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Seven Sisters Market area

Fig. 28: Ground floor plan of the different stalls showing the flags of the countries their 
owners are from
Source: Latin Corner UK Fig. 31: Protest #SaveTheLatinVillage outside the public hearing July 11th

The area was chosen because it is mainly women´s workspace, as the 
majority of the traders are women and “entrepreneurship emerged 
as the most important factor in making the city more productive 
for women” (UN Habitat, 2013). Too often women are placed in the 
position of parking their personal values at the door of the office and 
becoming ‘the professional’  (Urbanistas, n.d.), in contrast, Seven Sisters 
indoor market is a place that combines both personal and professional 
knowledge of women. 

There are 60 stalls in the market with different services, roughly 80% of 
them are Latin-American but in less proportion there are also African 
and Iranian stalls. There is a variety of services that can be found: hair 
and nails saloons, restaurants, specialties, accessories, money transfer 
agencies, accommodation office, solicitors for immigration issues, 
lottery shops, butchers, clothing, etc. The traders are independent 
and most of them women that with hard work have taken care of their 
families in the UK and in their home countries. 

Regarding the costumers, the people´s origins are diverse due to 
the neighbourhood of the market that is multicultural, everyone is 
welcome.  

1

Data collection

Attending to the meeting #SaveLatinVillage: We will not 
give up. (Saturday 1 July 7:00pm-10:00pm). The visit 

allowed me to get to know the community´s activists and 
their differents struggles. 

Visiting the area: Interviews day 1 (Monday 3 July 
10:00am-4:00 pm)

Revitalising local public space in order to empower 
adult women to appropriate their city 

Project methodology

Theoretical Framework

Key objectives Literature review

Project

Observations

Seven Sisters indoor 
Market

Physical analysis Proposed scheme analysis Behavioural analysis

Drawings

Mapping

Area Action Plan (AAP)

Community Plan

Interviews

Observations

Study area

Developing an urban design toolkit for inclusion 
of women in public space in the study area

Streets as public space Public open spaces Public urban facilities

Analysis

PROJECT
Intervention

Streets as public space Public open spaces Public urban facilities

Recommendations and conclusions

Conclusion

2

Visiting the area: Interviews day 2 (Wednesday 5 July 
1:00pm-2:00 pm)

3

Visiting the area: Interviews day 3 (Thursday 6 July 
1:00pm-5:00pm)

4

Joining the protest #SaveTheLatinVillage and attending 
the Public Hearing (Tuesday 11 July 2017 9:00am-11:30am)

5

The interviews were based 
on Doctoral Thesis of 

the researcher Adriana 
Ciocoletto, member of 

Col•lectiu Punt 6, a feminist 
collective based in Spain 

that studies gender 
inclusive tools to make 

visible women´s daily tasks 
and value them.

*

Fig. 27: Project methodology

Assessment toolkit

Design toolkit

Brief history of the market´s site 

The market is located in plot that is called Wards Corner, 
it takes its name from the Edwardian building that once 
housed the Wards Department Stores. The owners, the 
Wards brothers started buying all the terrecaed brick 
houses that faced Totenham High Road so the whole plot 
adquired the name. This hoses were built in 1885 and 
with time they were converted to meet the demands of 
the department stores. Wards´s emporium “had a wide 
reputation for quality and distinguished services which 
drew shoppers to Tottenham”.  (Latin Corner UK, n.d.). In 
1973 the building was adquired by Transport for London.

Fig. 29: Brief history of the market´s site
Source: Latin Corner UK

The market

Transport for 
London

Traders

Haringey 
Council

The 
developer: 
Grainger

The 
architects: 

Pollard 
Thomas 
Edwards

Fig. 32: Stakeholders involved in the market site today.

Fig. 30: Photo montage of High Road elevation in 2008
Source: Latin Croner UK
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Physical analysis

N

Fig. 35: Tottenham Area Action Plan scope
Source: Seven Sisters Regeneration

Fig. 34: Location of Seven Sisters wards in the Borough of Haringey
No scale

Fig. 36: Terraced houses in the area
Source: www.google.co.uk/maps

The study area is located in Tottenham, in Seven Sisters wards in the 
London Borough of Haringey at the north of London. The GLA has 
identified it as an Opportunity Area (Upper Lea Valley) and therefore an 
Area Action Plan (AAP) will take place. It lies in a place where a scheme 
for redevelopment will be implemented.

Overall, the area is predominantly residential with a dominance of 
terraced houses with a small number of small parks. Tottenham High 
Road and Seven Sisters Road both function as the spines through the 
neighbourhood to which other streets connect. (Haringey Council, 
2017). The study area is bisected by railways in many locations. 

Haringey is one of the most ethnically diverse areas in the country, 
with over three quarters (78,9%) of residents from minority groups, 
compared with 55,1% for London. Besides, Tottenham is the 20% of the 
most deprived areas in England, being unemployment and low skills 
the main issues that the area faces today (Haringey Council, 2017). 

Specifically the area is relevant for this study because the market is 
a locally listed building that has survived structurally intact despite 
decades of neglect; it is a well-established market place with a proven 
track record for providing a launching pad to ethnically diverse, 
independent enterprise; there is Intergenerational community 
cohesion and there is a lively cafe culture on the street and within the 
interior (Latin Corner UK, n.d.). 
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The numbers in the pictures correspond to the numbers in the left page 

The market area today
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Fig. 48: Sidewalk in front of the market were some of the stalls 
expose their products in public space

Fig. 49: The cycle lane interrupts the sidewalk in the middle where 
the pedestrians have to overcome the obstacles 

Fig. 47: Inner corridors in the market with carpet floor

Fig. 45: TFL´s abandoned building in the corner of the market. Its 
ground floor has now a blank façade and the upper floors have 
their windows with graffiti 

Fig. 46: Inner corridor where the #SaveTheLatinVillage meeting took 
place  

Fig. 42: Parking lot in the back of the market  Fig. 43: One of the empty sites from the back of the market   Fig. 44: One of the empty sites from the sidewalk
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Fig. 41: Existing aerial view of Seven Sisters indoor market area 
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Fig. 51: Wards Corner by Pollard Thomas Edwards architects 1   
Source: Seven Sisters Regeneration

Fig. 53: Ground floor plan of Wards Corner by the Community Plan     
Source: Latin Corner UK

Schemes analysis 

Wards Corner´s regeneration proposal (AAP)

Community plan´s proposal

Fig. 54: Wards Corner by the Community Plan     
Source: Latin Corner UK

Fig. 50: Ground floor plan of Wards corner by Pollard Thomas Edwards architects    
Source: Seven Sisters Regeneration

Fig. 52: Wards Corner by Pollard Thomas Edwards architects 2   
Source: Seven Sisters Regeneration

For all the reasons mentioned above and the housing pressure 
that is lived all through London, is that the council has prepared a 
redevelopment scheme that must provide a minimum of 10,000 new 
homes in the wider area of Tottenham, Seven Sisters market is defined 
as the “Wards Corner” site and has its own development purpose. After 
this proposition, a community plan was proposed that contrasted the 
council´s project. 

The AAP identifies in Tottenham a land capable of delivering 10,000 new 
homes and 5,000 new jobs. Regarding the economy, their proposals are 
supposed to “support local independent traders, attract international 
and national retailers to the High Street… support local communities 
and ensure they benefit from regeneration” (Haringey Council, 2017). 
In addition, an enhancement of the urban realm for Wards Corner is 
projected to function as a node, as the developer (Grainger through 
Pollard Thomas Edwards architects) is proposing a landmark building 
in the site to create a gateway to Tottenham. 

The idea of Grainger, is to move temporarily all the traders in to 
the site across the street (now being developed) for approximately 
2-2,5 years. During that period, the current site of the market will be 
developed, delivering 196 new homes, retail for both national and local 
retail traders, a new market hall for Seven Sisters Market, one café or 
restaurant at first floor level, two kiosks and a public space around the 
entrances to the tube station. The developer was granted permission 
in 2012 to deliver this scheme. 

The scheme of the market is designed to accommodate the same 
number of stalls with the same sqm that has currently operating and 
will now face Seven Sisters road instead of Tottenham High Road, 
receiving a different exposure to the street. In the context of the S106 
agreement, “all traders at the market holding a licence shall be offered 
a stall in the new market area at a licence fee discounted by 30% for 

the first 18 months of their occupation of a new stall” (Seven Sisters 
Regeneration , n.d.)

The site of the market is complex because it has more than one 
owner (Public and private freeholds and leaseholds) and therefore the 
necessity to use compulsory purchase order (CPO) powers. There has 

been some progress regarding the purchasing of the land, however 
there are still properties that haven´t been bought. Nowadays, the 
community is fighting for the Department of Communities and Local 
Government to consider if the CPO should be confirmed in a public 
hearing that started on the 11th of July 2017.

Wards Corner´s regeneration proposal critique

There will be inevitable gentrification in the area due to the new 
development coming with the AAP which could be managed if 
acknowledged in time. Overall, the policies do not consider gender 
disaggregated data in and do not mention anything about gender 
inclusive policies. This is important in Wards Corner since the majority 
of the traders in Seven Sisters indoor market are women. 

It seems contradictory that if the council wants to protect the cultural 
diversity of the neighborhood and enhance the market´s existing 
businesses, the new location is facing a “secondary” street and not the 
main road as it does today. New retail units are planned in the actual 
site of the market, giving them immediate access to public transport 
and potentially more customers. 

The new development would eventually force them to move out from 
the neighborhood as a consequence of the rise of the rent for the 
traders. According to Express News UK, the newspaper for the Spanish 
speaking community in the UK, the rents could increase in 300% and 
for these small traders is impossible to compete with the big chains 
that would install in the place in the future. The community has been 
fighting against the project for over a decade, and will not stop until 
their jobs and dignities are safe. 

As a response for Grainger´s project of demolishing the local heritage 
building of the market, the community came up with a Community 
Plan. This scheme contemplates a full refurbishment of the market 
calculated within a financial viability of the project. Moreover, they 
propose a development trust as delivery vehicle for the organisation 
and running of the market. 

Their idea is to “to preserve and enhance a sense of place – to create 
a catalyst space for diverse communities to come together, a place 
where everybody is proud to belong” and to “bring the corner building 
and upper floors into retail, service industry, artistic and community 
use” (Latin Corner UK, n.d.)

In May 2014 the Community Plan received planning permission and 
the ground floor was listed as an asset of community value.

The community plan´s critique

Although in this scheme there is a clear Public Consultation strategy, 
gender disaggregated data has not been used, which seemed pertinent 
for the case and there is no proposal for the parking space behind the 
market. On the bright side, in this scheme the traders are allowed to 
keep working on the site while the refurbishment is in course. 

N

Indoor market´s 
new area and 

location 
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Behavioural analysis and observations Possitive comment Neutral comment Negative comment

“I arrived 23 years ago to the neighbourhood to 
live with my husband and kids, and I came here 
because I had some relatives that advised me to 
come to work in the neighbourhood. I was evicted 
from my birth country and I found asylum in this 
country. I don’t want to get evicted again.” 

54 years, Colombian. Owns a restaurant. She goes to the 
market area from Monday to Thursday 9:00-19:00, and Friday 

and Saturday from 8:00-21:00.

General perceptions:

“My favourite space in the neighbourhood is the 
market because she feels like home. The market 
is like a big home, everyone help each other like 
in a family.”

“I work in my family restaurant. My whole family 
depends on this business. The place is becoming 
small for all the customers we get every day.”

Streets as public spaces opinion:

“The sidewalk is full of things, there is no space 
for the pedestrians, the cycle lane is too wide, 
and there is also full of drunk people and people 
doing drugs during the day and the night. 
Perhaps if there was more police control in the 
area, or the council should implement something 
for the safety the area would be suitable for me”

Public urban facilities (Seven Sisters market) 
opinion: 

“The kids come and play after school and on 
Saturdays, but the corridors are too narrow and 
there is no enough space for everyone. That is 
a problem because is dangerous when we are 
carrying hot food it could provoke an accident 
and hurt the kids.” 

“The place should be bigger and wider and have 
an area for the kids to play safely and for the 
adults to gather.” 

Table 07: Interviewee 1       

“Inside the market is my favourite place of the 
neighbourhood, specially the “Pueblito Paisa” 
restaurant because it has a good location within 
the market, facing the street, there is nice food 
and you can see people passing by.” 

52 years, Ugandan. Works in a stall of real estate agency. She 
goes the market area four days a week; Tuesday, Wednesday, 

Thursday and Saturday. 

General perceptions:

“My least favourite space of the neighbourhood is 
the parking space behind the market, because it 
feel dangerous, it is ugly and unsafe especially for 
women.”

“Overall we are a very friendly community and it’s 
very diverse which I enjoy.” 

Streets as public spaces opinion:

“I would like to see an overall refurbishment of 
the neighbourhood, and some improvements 
regarding safety, especially in the parking lot 
behind the market and in the sidewalk in front 
of it. The sidewalk tends to be congested and I 
don’t like the fact that is always full of young men 
consuming drugs.”  

Public urban facilities (Seven Sisters market) 
opinion: 

“We use it for socializing, especially on Saturdays 
where this place is full of people everywhere, 
eating nice food, people are really happy here. 
Sometimes we organise activities for the children 
in the corridors, like celebrating Halloween or 
birthdays, they play music, I really enjoy it.” 

Table 08: Interviewee 2

“I only use it to walk through to do something else 
like go to the shops or take the bus. Men drinking 
in the area is a recent thing. I believe this is 
because people who buy things inside the market 
do not have enough space to consume the food 
and drinks inside. The front of the shops/stalls 
should look better from the street so maybe that 
way there would be no people drinking. “

Possitive comment Neutral comment Negative comment

Getting to know the communities:

I joined the community for a meeting where they had to discuss 
different topics regarding the traders’ eviction from the market. 
The meeting took place in one of the corridors of the market on 
Saturday 1st of July, 2017, after the meeting I spoke with Mirca 
Morera. I asked her and the other interviewees their opinion 
about the three typologies of physical public space established in 
the literature review. 

Interview with Mirca Morera, director of Latin 
Corner UK 

Latin Corner UK is a Social Enterprise, and one of 
its main aims is to publicise the UK’s 2nd largest 
concentration of Latin Businesses: “El Pueblito 
Paisa” (Latin Village) in Seven Sisters Indoor 
Market to try to avoid the gentrification of the 
area by the upcoming projects. 

The community´s arguments for staying in the 
market is that one of the owners of the site is 
Transport for London, and as a public entity 
they should protect the local community and the 
general wellbeing. 

Some the issues that arose from the meeting 
were that:

The Indoor market works as a public square itself. 
All the traders’ families and children come to play 
freely to the corridors of the market every day, but 
especially on weekends. 

There are several problems with the parking lot

The traders felt that the developer´s manager 
for the market wants to create problems inside 
the market to have more reasons to evict the 
traders, like internal fights or drug rumors. Before 
this manager, all the trouble were outside of 
the market, but suddenly and mysteriously the 
conflicts have appeared from the inside. 

Some of the traders may have a “trauma” with 
eviction, given that they had to escape from their 
own countries for a variety of reasons. They feel 
they have been expelled from everywhere.

The fight against the developer is almost impossible 
due to the high fees of the lawyers. They even 
charge for phone calls. 

The ventilation and security of the market are not 
very safe, because when they close the shutters 
and everyone is inside, there are not enough 
escape exits in case of fire. 

Table 06: Interview with Mirca Morera, director of Latin Corner UK      

“Overall everything works fine in the 
neighbourhood, every now and then there are 
some little problems but nothing serious.”

59 years, Dominican. Works in a hair salon and intends to keep 
working until “her body allows her”

General perceptions:

“Sometimes the traders throw parties and 
celebrate in the context of saving the market and 
the traders from the eviction. Regularly these 
celebrations are in the afternoon or day time and 
I enjoy seeing what they do.”      

“There is plenty of different people, and I feel 
safe, I have not have any problem in three years.”

Streets as public spaces opinion:

“The place is fine for my job, but I could be more 
comfortable if my working space was bigger. 
If the market is refurbished and its structure 
improved, it would be better for all the traders.”

Public urban facilities (Seven Sisters market) 
opinion: 

“Sometimes inside the market you can feel 
suffocated because there is not enough air or 
ventilation and you need to escape from time to 
time”

Table 09: Interviewee 3       

Interviews’ key insights Interviews’ key insights Interviews’ key insights

Public open spaces opinion:

“Normally I don’t have time to go to any park or 
garden”

Public open spaces opinion:

“When I want to go to a park, I go with my 
grandchildren to Finsbury Park, the parks around 
here are not very beautiful”

Public open spaces opinion:

“I don’t use any park in the area because I live in 
Barking and I only come here to work”
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Possitive comment Neutral comment Negative comment

“I like the market space where I spend most of my 
day, and I don’t like the parking space behind the 
market because is full of garbage.” 

42 years, Portuguese. Works in a stall that sells women’s 
accessories. 

General perceptions:

“Police should patrol the area more because 
having those fights outside the market is not 
good for business.”

“The design of the market does not function 
well currently because people don’t come to 
the market because they think is only to Latin-
American people, and you can’t tell from the 
outside that all these amazing things happen in 
the inside. I would like costumers to know that 
there are other cultures in the market as well.” 

Streets as public spaces opinion:

“I think my work place is too hidden and only 
few people can notice my stall. I would like my 
stall to be facing the street as some of the other 
shops do, I believe the market has great potential 
because of the connectivity.”

Public urban facilities (Seven Sisters market) 
opinion: 

“I would like the market to be redesigned like 
Spitalfields market for example.” 

Table 10: Interviewee 4

Interviews’ key insights

There is no place for community “serious” 
meetings, it was impossible to hear what 
everyone said because of children playing 
and running around, and the loud music. This 
seemed to be important especially in this time, 
were they are expected to meet at least once 
a week regarding the eviction of the traders. 
Relevant issues are being treated, and the 
gathering place did not promote a fluent 
discussion. 

There are people from all origins, not only 
Latin-American. Roughly 80% of the traders are 
Colombian but there were also other minorities 
represented, like African and Iranian.

In the sidewalk in front of the market there are 
mainly men seated, mostly young men drinking 
and chatting.

During morning weekdays the sidewalk 
is peaceful, and one can see women with 
shopping carts doing window shopping in the 
few stalls that are facing the street. They do not 
stop and take a seat. They are either alone or 
with other women. 

The sense of community and camaraderie can 
be felt all over the market, different people 
and constantly exchanging tips, suggestions, 
conversations, housing accommodation, food, 
services, etc. 

Table 11: Personal observations of the study area

Personal observations from the visits

None of the interviewees stated that they use 
any Public open spaces as squares, gardens or 
parks in the neighbourhood. This confirms the 
analysis that the market itself works as a public 
open space. 

The initial step for revitalization of public urban space for women of the 
communities of Seven Sisters indoor market, is by giving value to the 
activities and needs that they perform every day at their space of work 
and leisure. 

Phases:

The design will be focused in the market plot and its surroundings, as 
it was identified as such an important node, landmark and articulator 
for the local communities. The project is a reflection on how the 
refurbishment of the market area would be if led by the women of its 
communities. 

Design process

Fig. 55: Phases of the design proposal  

Awareness
Discuss the needs and activities that all the women do in 
their daily lives by acknowledging the work that they do 
in the market to support their families. It is important to 

acknowledge that this space can better support their jobs as 
workers and as carers of their families. First the workshop will 
describe and map the routes of women and their experiences 
associated with them followed by an analysis of their everyday 

life spaces. Second, strengths and weaknesses of the spaces 
are identified in order to enhance the positive aspects of space 

and modify and improve what is lacking. 

Design 
The design workshop consists of a participatory meeting with 
all the women participants giving ideas and suggesting how 

the market could be improved. After mapping and annotating 
all the ideas, recommendations are added to the proposals. 

In this case, the architect will transform the ideas in to spatial 
proposals. The women should be involved in all the phases of 
the construction, allowing them to monitor the advances and 
detect if some things are not going according to the project.

Communicate
The communities involved in the revitalization of the Seven 
Sisters market can then invite other groups of women who 

want to empower and shape their city. The communities can 
show other people their process of collaboration and how they 
did it to avoid the demolition and regeneration of the market 

by the council in July 2017. The use of the space is as important 
as the showing others how relevant women´s daily activities 

are. Therefore the objective is to be seen and heard, especially 
by authorities, who should also be invited to the new space to 

let them know how is a women led project shaped. 

Design´s  
circular 
process

Public open spaces opinion:

“I don’t usually go to the parks in the area 
because this a working place for me, but my kids 
play inside the market”

 D
one! 

 To do! 

 ...

 To do! 

 ...
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Proximity 

There is proximity when everyday life spaces are close to the daily 
activities (in terms of distance and time) and they are connected 
(without obstacle elements that interrupt the walking connectivity) 
with housing and within each other. Thus, allowing every person do 
their daily tasks and activities mainly by walking but also cycling and by 
public transport. 

For the design purposes of the project, it will be developed at a neighbourhood scale, but this does not mean that larger scale interventions, strategies and policies need to be applied in order to make the built environment 
more inclusive for low income women. In addition, working at this scale can evidence more transparently if gender perspective in planning and urban design have been taken in consideration and what has been its impact 
in the community. 

The spaces will be assessed in terms of form and function by their:

Autonomy
 
People have autonomy when the spaces are perceived as safe and 
foster the confidence to be used with no restrictions of time and 
form. In addition, the conditions of accessibility have to be universal 
regardless of the physical capacity of each individual. 

Vitality 

This refers to simultaneous and continuous presence of people and 
activities. Vitality is promoted when encounters, socialisation and 
mutual help are promoted

Representativity 

(Recognition and visibility) There is representativity when there is 
recognition and real and symbolic visibility of all the community so 
that the collective memory is valued; as well as the social and cultural 
patrimony with equity. Moreover, participation in urban decisions is 
needed from all members of the communities. 

Collaboration 

(Meet, think and empower) There is collaboration when there is the 
aim of growing women’s leadership and capacity by providing a space 
where women can blend their personal passions and professional 
expertise to tackle issues and implement their ideas. Collaboration 
within women is important to empower them as is “networking”. 

PR DV AU

VI RP CL

Diversity 

(Social, physical and functional): There is diversity when there is a 
social, physic and functional mixture of people, activities and uses that 
respond to the different needs of the communities according to their 
gender, age, origin and social condition. 

Conceptual assessment toolkit

Therefore the toolkit is going to target 3 key physical public spaces within the Seven Sisters neighbourhood. 
• Streets as public spaces: The chosen sidewalk is the one in front on the market because it is well-located and is relevant for the daily activities of women in the neighbourhood. 
• Public open spaces: Park and/or squares within the study area
• Public urban facilities: Seven Sisters indoor market.

Assessment of three public spaces Strength Neutral Weakness

There are a few green 
spaces in the area 
but they are in bad 

condition.

Well-connected but 
full of obstacles that 
interrupt the walking 

connectivity. 

Well-connected and 
overall in a central 
location within the 

neighbourhood. 

Almost no women were 
using theses spaces, 

the one that was 
being used was male 
dominated and they 
were full of garbage 

which does not 
promote its use.

There is no social 
mixture especially in 

week day’s afternoons 
when young men 
take control of the 

place for drinking and 
socialising. 

There is a high social 
mixture ranging from 

different ethnical 
backgrounds and ages 
of the people who uses 
it. There is a constant 
variety of activities as 

well. 

They are perceived 
as unsafe and as a 

consequence none of 
the interviewees used 

these spaces. 

The place is perceived 
as unsafe due to the 
male domination of 

the area and the cycle 
lane interrupts the 

pavement. 

The place is perceived 
as safe but the 

infrastructure and 
pavement is old and 
there isn’t enough 

space for everyone.

No activities were 
taking place at all.

There is always people 
hanging around and 
with the “eyes in the 

street” especially 
because of the 

restaurant “Pueblito 
Paisa” that is always full 

of customers. 

It is always full of 
people (customers, 
tourists, traders´ 

families, etc.) 
socialising.

There isn’t any 
real or symbolic 

representation of 
women in the public 

realm.

There isn’t any 
real or symbolic 

representation of 
women in the public 

realm. 

There are some 
elements of 

representativity like 
the name of the stalls 
and other signage but 
it is not representative 
of the percentage of 

women-led businesses. 

Not applicable.

There is no space to 
meet for women. 

Collaboration can be 
seen all around the 
place but the spaces 

for socialising are 
not adequate for 

accommodating this 
type of activity. 

Proximity Diversity Autonomy Vitality Representativity Collaboration

Table 12: Assessment of three public spaces in the neighbourhood        

Streets as public 
space

Sidewalk in front of 
Seven Sisters market

Public open spaces

Parks in Seven Sisters 
market area

Public Urban 
facilities

Seven Sisters indoor 
market

According to the strengths and weaknesses of these three areas and 
by the suggestions of the interviewees a design toolkit and specific 
indicative interventions are proposed. 
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Paths free of obstacles Legibility: 
There needs to be clarity in the paths connecting the 
different spaces

Flexibility: 
The design needs to be able to fit for different 
purposes and activities.

Urban furniture: 
The design needs to include urban furniture that 
promotes socialization among people with different 
needs. 

The design tools follow the gender sensitive assessment toolkit 
developed previously. Some of the tools overlap and their function 
applies to more than one category of the assessment toolkit. The 
proposed tools are in relation with the previous analysis of the study 
area and further tools could be used but are not considered in this 
project. The project is based on the assumption that the community 
wins the fight against the developer and there is no eviction of the 
traders. 

Public facilities: 
Free public toilets must be incorporated

Way-finding and signage:
There must be a unifying signage for all the project 
and all the different spaces must be clearly defined 
and named.

Continuity in pavements Communication between spaces: 
The places should be connected with each other, no 
space should be a dead end. 

Pedestrian public lighting: 
Increase natural light when possible to inner spaces 
and provide human scale public lighting when 
needed. 

Attractiveness: 
Using elements such as colour and nature, the 
design should be appealing and striking from the 
eye level. 

Activities in ground floor: 
Different activities should be promoted in the 
ground floor in all the project to ensure the vitality

Permeability: 
Openness of the market in order to attract more 
customers. 

Visibility: 
Increase the exposure of the stalls by improving their 
signage to the streets and creating more entrances 
to the market to attract more customers. 

Representation of cultural patrimony: 
Incorporate public art that reflects the history of the 
women in the communities in the market. 

Space to collaborate: 
Safe space for collaboration must be provided

Space to share and communicate experiences: 
The space of collaboration should also function as 
the link between residents, entrepreneurs, and with 
the local authorities. 

Design strategy

Latin American culture us the theme chosen to drive the area´s 
regeneration. This is because expressing the communities’ culture and 
tradition can enhance the sense of belonging to a place, and therefore 
foster their participation in the public spheres. 
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An agora is proposed in a remaining niche at the 
back of the market to hold bigger meetings among 
the traders. This is a sheltered from rain space 
that can also function as a play area for kids. Other 
cultural activities could take place in the agora, for 
example dance lessons or theatre plays. 

The puzzle: The sidewalk in front of the market and 
all the pavements in general are developed under 
the concept that everyone is important to complete 
the puzzle of this rich mixed community. This is 
represented by a colourful yellow pattern that goes 
through all the project. The idea is to produce a 
vibrant, engaging and welcoming environment that 
allows the pedestrians and costumers to recognize 
when arriving to the market area.

The TFL derelict building will be refurbished and 
repurposed to accommodate collaborative and 
socializing activities driven by women. This building 
will have a technological function in the upper 
floors, creating a “Collaborative digital building”. 
Its aim is to help women to manage their business 
more effectively and efficiently, and to launch new 
entrepreneurships in to the digital world. There will 
be flexible spaces that can host different events as 
well as providing office space. In the ground floor, 
there will be a multipurpose space that will allow 
women to show and share the market design process 
to other people who are interested in empowering 
and reinforcing their social strengths. “Communities 
socially benefit through activity at ground level in 
otherwise vacant property, which affords accessible 
community services and reduces blight and anti-
social behaviour.” (Karssenberg, et al., 2016)

A new public square occupies the place of the ex-
parking lot behind the market. This colourful space 
is thought to provide a space to rest and to play for 
people of different ages. New human scale public 
lighting is projected to contrast the unsafe perception 
that the area has today. A range of urban furniture 
is incorporated to create a welcoming environment. 

The existing cycle lane is moved to the street to 
release space to the pedestrians in the sidewalk. The 
cycle lane connects to a wider network proposed by 
Tottenham´s AAP. 

An area with picnic tables is proposed in the 
market´s square. All the interviewed traders argued 
that there was not enough space for the customers 
to consume the goods purchased inside and this 
space could address this demand. The picnic area is 
also useful when the community wants to celebrate 
an outdoor birthday party or other activities. 

New terraces are proposed for the restaurants facing 
the street. Sheltered by the unifying pink structure, 
this place will provide constant attractive activity to 
the ground floor and will give more visibility to the 
inner stalls. 

Green infrastructure will also be included in the 
design, some trees are going to give the project 
the feeling of being in a public open space, so that 
the need of going to a park or garden can also be 
satisfied within the proposal. 

The new northern access is a sheltered space, 
providing more seating space for the customers 
of the restaurants. In addition, the blank wall in 
the access will be used as an open air cinema, but 
sheltered by the pink structure that connects all the 
project visually.  

The two abandoned sites are proposed as new 
accesses to the back of the market. This will provide 
the area with permeability and give continuity to the 
spaces, connecting the front, the market and the 
square behind. One of them is related with the new 
digital building, which is a green space. 

The parking lots are reorganised in to 2 parking lots 
that include space for trucks, garbage and storage. 
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Sidewalk in front of the market The agora

Cultural expressions can be held in the 
space of the sidewalk. The activities 

accommodated in the ground floor of 
the “digital building” will have an impact 

in the sidewalk. 

The pavement continuity will allow two 
different paces when walking through 
the area, the yellow one is for a slow-

window-shopping speed and the regular 
pavement is for faster walkers.   

The yellow pavement as well as the pink 
shadow structure act as attractors of 

customers and give unity to the project 
as a whole.  

The new yellow “puzzle” pavement gives 
the area legibility to let the pedestrian 
and potential customers be aware that 

they are in the market area and that 
everyone is welcome.

Fig. 57: People enjoying the new colourful sidewalk, full of ground floor activities. Fig. 58: Performing arts hosted in the agora while other people sun bath and enjoy the new public furniture.

This space will allow new activities to be 
incorporated to the study area, giving 

more vitality to the ground floor.   

Resembling the Greek agora, the 
main purpose of this space is to host 

assemblies and other democratic 
discussions that the traders need to 

have.  

Shows and performances can also 
take place in the agora, which shape 
is intimate and sheltered by the pink 

structure. 

The grandstands provides public seat 
for the customers to eat their food while 
enjoying sun in summer and protection 

in rainy days. 
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New northern access to the market and square The kids´square

Fig. 59: Diverse groups of people in restaurants, walking, watching a movie and playing in the new northern entrance to the market. Fig. 60: Children playing in the colourful new square. Pink balls emerge from the floor to promote creativity of children to craft new games.

The new northern access will give 
continuity to the outdoor space of the 
market, connecting the front sidewalk 

with the agora, the kids’ square and the 
picnic area.  

Visibility and permeability will be 
increased by adding new entrances 
to the market and therefore gaining 

exposure of the shops and restaurants 
as some of the women said in the 

interviews. 

The activities in the ground floor will be 
increased and diversified, being able 

to suit the needs of different people at 
different times of the day. 

The new space created in the 
abandoned site will be flexible enough 

to hold different activities like projecting 
movies in the wall, among others. 

The new kids’ square will be colourful 
and entertaining for kids of all ages, 

allowing their parents to work and enjoy 
time in the market.  

Public lighting will be added in the 
square to make kids and their mothers 

feel safe when playing at all times of the 
day. 

Urban furniture is considered in the 
project to allow adults to watch over the 

square comforta-bly. 

In the back façade, a big mural will be 
painted that represents the history of 
the women of different cultures that 
form the community of the market.
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Green (southern) access and "Collaborative digital building" Picnic area

Fig. 61: The Collaborative Digital building´s close relation with the green space provides a calmed atmosphere to the office space inside the building. Fig. 62: Night activities are hosted in the picnic area.

A new green plaza works as a “pocket 
park” and relates directly with the 
refurbished “Digital building”. The 

offices and other multipurpose spaces 
offer natural vigilance over this space. 

The refurbished building provides space 
for women to work, meet (collaborate) 

and exhibit providing flexible office 
space, conference, training and meeting 

rooms. 

The open facades to the street will allow 
women to exhibit and communicate 

their experiences to other groups 
interested in shaping their cities 

according to their needs. 

Free public bathrooms are considered 
in the building, with special space for 

people who need to take care of others 
like children and people with disabilities. 

New urban furniture will provide 
more space for the consumers of the 

restaurants inside the market, this 
will allow the traders to improve their 

businesses while vitalising the new 
square. 

This is a new space for comfortable 
meeting and collaborating, providing a 

safe space for women to share and chat 
while watching over their children at the 

square. 

Public lighting is projected to host 
night events as well as the normal daily 

activities of the market. 

The picnic area will be a public flexible 
space, for example, the traders can 

use it to celebrate birthdays and other 
cultural parties. 
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Conclusions

The project has presented the market area renovation according to the 
needs and opinions of the women who work in the market. The research 
sought to assess a public space that was apparently working well for 
the local community, but by evaluating it through a gender sensitive 
toolkit, it was demonstrated that improvements to incorporate women 
into the public spheres can enrich the existing qualities of the public 
realm. 

The research question of how can everyday life spaces in low income 
neighbourhoods encourage and empower women to appropriate 
their city, explored inclusive and participatory assessment and design 
activities that are transformative for the working space of women in 
the study area. This is especially relevant when speaking about low 
income communities, as their source of income must be protected 
and meliorated. As mentioned in the literature review, the southern 
world is experiencing a feminization of the households, hence, a 
secure place to work for women where they can multitask with other 
responsibilities must be provided in London as well as in any other city 
or neighbourhood that claims to be women-inclusive.

One of the main findings is that despite the fact that in the developed 
world women´s access to paid job is mostly achieved, there is still 
a pay gap and the family caring related chores are still an implicit 
responsibility for them. Consequently, women cannot separate their 
dimensions of work and caring for others, therefore the project had to 
include facilities for kids for example. This can provide tranquillity for 
women to do their job knowing that their children will be playing safe in 
an area that can visually stimulate them and that other adults can look 
after while they are busy. Thus, by designing a more suitable space for 
women, other groups of people could also be benefited. 

Being said that, this does not mean that general “inclusive urbanism” 
would satisfy women requirements in the public realm, because 
by overseeing their particularities is when the feminist struggle to 
visualise women´s needs gets forgotten. When evaluating the results 
of the research, I realised that including the gender perspective in the 
process of shaping a place is as relevant, or even more, than the result 
itself. Actually, the final design of the market could have been another 
different than the one presented and maybe could have achieved the 
same objectives, but is the gender mainstreaming process what made 
it unique and inclusive for women in that specific context. 

As addressed in some of the toolkits reviewed, small gestures can 
make big changes for people, so these type of interventions (like the 
Latin-American murals or adding additional picnic tables in the project) 
should be encouraged and are what most people crave for. Finally, the 
accomplishments of this project should be evaluated through assessing 
if women are able to run their actual businesses and if they can launch 
them in a way that attracts more customers than they did before the 
project. 

Gender inclusive projects can work within contexts of deep instability 
and uncertainty, like the one in Seven Sisters market regarding the 
possible eviction of the traders for the regeneration of the area, and 
can help to build a social capital among the communities that can 
empower them to have more tools to defend their socially built space 
against any odds. 

This project has built on the work that sees the urban designer´s role 
not only as the architect of the space but the enhancer of existing 
assets currently underutilised. The main achievement of the project 
is to create an awareness of how women are the real experts of the 
everyday life and how can that be reflected in the renovation of a place 
that it was shown that was not working well for everyone.

5. Conclusions
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Appendices

Interview based on Doctoral Thesis Adriana Ciocoleto

Semi-structured interview about everyday life and the adequacy of 
different spaces.

- Bring a map of the area to locate where the person lives and the 
spaces he/she utilizes: relation spaces, equipment, commerce, streets 
and public transport stops used.

Personal:

- Aim for the description of the person: name, sex, age, precedence, 
familiar group, address, occupation…

Everyday life

1. Life in the neighbourhood. How long have you been living in the 
neighbourhood? Who do you live with? How did you come/arrive to this 
neighbourhood?
2. Neighbourhood spaces: Which public spaces and equipment 
do you use of the neighbourhood? What kind of activities do you do 
in these spaces? When do you use them? Do you do it alone or in 
company? If accompanied, with whom? Who do you meet or relate in 
these spaces?
3. Valuation of neighbourhood spaces: What is your favourite space 
of the neighbourhood? Why? Is there any place of the neighbourhood 
that you dislike or avoid using? Why?
4. Within your family group, which spaces are used more by whom? 
Why?
5. Do you work in the neighbourhood? If not, would you like to? 
What do you work in? How is your working space? 

General

Neighbourhood and everyday network

6. Every day needs: How does your everyday life develops in the 
neighbourhood? Can you satisfy all your needs? Which ones you can 
and which ones you cannot?

7. Harmony in the neighbourhood: How is the relationship 
between the different people who uses the public spaces of the 
neighbourhoods?
8. Valuation of the neighbourhood: What do you appreciate from 
the neighbourhood? What would you improve?
9. Satisfaction of the neighbourhood: Is there enough equipment? 
And relation spaces? And commerce? And public transport?
Physical public spaces

Streets as public spaces

10. Regarding use/function: How are the relation spaces used in the 
neighbourhood? Are there a range of different people? What activities 
take place there? 
11. Regarding use/function: How often do you use this space? For 
how long do you use it? Has this place changed over the years?
12. Regarding design/form: Is the design adapted to the needs of 
the people who lives in the neighbourhood?
13. What or how could these spaces could be improved in order to 
fulfil better your needs and demands?

Public open spaces

14. Regarding use/function: How are the relation spaces used in the 
neighbourhood? Are there a range of different people? What activities 
take place there? 
15. Regarding use/function: How often do you use this space? For 
how long do you use it? Has this place changed over the years?
16. Regarding design/form: Is the design adapted to the needs of 
the people who lives in the neighbourhood?
17. What or how could these spaces could be improved in order to 
fulfil better your needs and demands?
Public urban facilities: Seven sisters Market
18. Regarding use/function: How are the relation spaces used in the 
neighbourhood? Are there a range of different people? What activities 
take place there? 
19. Regarding use/function: How often do you use this space? For 
how long do you use it? Has this place changed over the years?

20. Regarding design/form: Is the design adapted to the needs of 
the people who lives in the neighbourhood?
21. What or how could these spaces could be improved in order to 
fulfil better your needs and demands?

The three spaces combined

22. Would you go to these three spaces on the same day? How 
would you normally do it? What streets would you choose? Why?

7. Appendices


